
2022 GLOBAL MEASUREMENT MONTH
   MEASUR I NG  WHAT  MATTERS  -   
THE  MONEY  STORY  -  F I N ANC I AL

COMMUN I CAT I ON

Endorsement of annual financial communication plan

Alignment of financial communication with corporate strategy key messages 

Accuracy of financial media releases and investor communication 

Turnaround time for financial communications (eg. media releases, presentations,

speeches)

On-time delivery of financial communications

Frequency of direct interactions with key media and influencers 

Responsiveness to financial media enquiries. 

The end of the year is more than about celebrating Christmas and holidays - although
that is very exciting! For those working in the finance industry, it’s also time to be
preparing for the Australasian Reporting Awards which recognise achievement in annual
reporting in Australia and the Asia Pacific. It's a prestigious gong for those responsible for
sharing corporate and data-driven finance stories. 

Our final Metric Monday series for Global Measurement Month 2022 looks at “the money
story” and how to assess the performance of financial communication.  

According to research by Ernst & Young, financial stakeholders are seeking a cohesive
story about company performance and some are better at telling a clear story than
others. One respondent commented, “Companies are putting out more and more
information — more dots, if you will. But not all are good at helping us connect the dots.”
How well is that story told and what are the impacts? 

Metrics provide insight in answering this question depending on which part of the story
you need want to understand - the efficiency of those writing it; the effectiveness of the
delivery of it; or the effect on the audiences receiving it. 

Efficiency of those writing the finance story 
Efficiency metrics focus on how well resources are used to tell the finance story with
performance against targets in areas such as: 

https://www.arawards.com.au/about
https://pdf4pro.com/amp/view/excellence-in-financial-communication-ey-2c5d2.html


Quality of investor meetings (eg. management rank of meeting post-exit) 

Quality of investor conference participation  

Quality of investor relations website and capabilities 

Quality of the financial community presentation deck 

Achievement of external recognition awards

Mentions of financial key messages 

Tone of financial media coverage

Influencer commentary.

Investor perception studies exploring 

Post road show feedback reporting (quantitative and qualitative)

Relationships with the financial community measured through relationship strength

and/or reputation indices.

Effectiveness of the delivery of the finance story
How well the finance story is delivered can be understood through audience research and
tracked through a range of qualitative and quantitative measures including: 

Effect on the audiences receiving the finance story
Finally, the impact on the audiences receiving the finance story is the ultimate
assessment of the performance of financial communication. Typical metrics include:

       o  What is resonating with investors?

       o  Is the strategy clear and carrying the confidence of investors? 

       o  How were direct management interactions received?

       o  What relative importance do investors attach to specific company initiatives and

            objectives?

       o  Are there any disconnects between what the company is saying and what the 

            institutional investment community is hearing?

This information has been compiled by The Communication Dividend as a resource for the Public
Relations Institute of Australia and all who are on a journey to prove the value of their communication

efforts. If you have ideas to share or questions, please contact us at info@commdiv.com.au 
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